The TensorFlow Distributions library implements a vision of probability theory adapted to the modern deeplearning paradigm of end-to-end differentiable computation. Building on two basic abstractions, it offers flexible building blocks for probabilistic computation. Distributions provide fast, numerically stable methods for generating samples and computing statistics, e.g., log density. Bijectors provide composable volumetracking transformations with automatic caching. Together these enable modular construction of high dimensional distributions and transformations not possible with previous libraries (e.g., pixelCNNs, autoregressive flows, and reversible residual networks). They are the workhorse behind deep probabilistic programming systems like Edward and empower fast black-box inference in probabilistic models built on deep-network components. TensorFlow Distributions has proven an important part of the TensorFlow toolkit within Google and in the broader deep learning community.
Introduction
The success of deep learning-and in particular, deep generative models-presents exciting opportunities for probabilistic programming. Innovations with deep probabilistic models and inference algorithms have enabled new successes in perceptual domains such as images [19] , text [4] , and audio [48] ; and they have advanced scientific applications such as understanding mouse behavior [23] , learning causal factors in genomics [45] , and synthesizing new drugs and materials [18] .
Reifying these applications in code falls naturally under the scope of probabilistic programming systems, systems which build and manipulate computable probability distributions. Within the past year, languages for deep probabilistic programming such as Edward [46] have expanded deep-learning research by enabling new forms of experimentation, faster iteration cycles, and improved reproducibility. e = make_encoder(x) z = e.sample(n) d = make_decoder(z) r = make_prior() avg_elbo_loss = tf.reduce_mean( e.log_prob(z) -d.log_prob(x) -r.log_prob(z)) train = tf.train.AdamOptimizer().minimize( avg_elbo_loss) Figure 1 . General pattern for training a variational auto-encoder (VAE) [27] .
While there have been many developments in probabilistic programming languages, there has been limited progress in backend systems for probability distributions. This is despite their fundamental necessity for computing log-densities, sampling, and statistics, as well as for manipulations when composed as part of probabilistic programs. Existing distributions libraries lack modern tools necessary for deep probabilistic programming. Absent are: batching, automatic differentiation, GPU support, compiler optimization, composability with numerical operations and higher-level modules such as neural network layers, and efficient memory management.
To this end, we describe TensorFlow Distributions (r1.4), a TensorFlow (TF) library offering efficient, composable manipulation of probability distributions. 1 Illustration. Figure 1 presents a template for a variational autoencoder under the TensorFlow Python API; 2 this is a generative model of binarized MNIST digits trained using amortized variational inference [27] . Figure 2 implements a standard version with a Bernoulli decoder, fully factorized Gaussian encoder, and Gaussian prior. By changing a few lines, Figure 3 implements a stateof-the-art architecture: a PixelCNN++ [41] decoder and a convolutional encoder and prior pushed through autoregressive flows [26, 36] . (convnet,pixelcnnpp are omitted for space.)
Figures 1 to 3 demonstrate the power of TensorFlow Distributions: fast, idiomatic modules are composed to express rich, deep structure. Section 5 demonstrates more applications: kernel density estimators, pixelCNN as a fully-visible likelihood, and how TensorFlow Distributions is used within higher-level abstractions (Edward and TF Estimator).
Contributions. TensorFlow Distributions (r1.4) defines two abstractions: Distributions and Bijectors. Distributions provides a collection of 56 distributions with fast, numerically stable methods for sampling, computing log densities, and many statistics. Bijectors provides a collection of 22 composable transformations with efficient volume-tracking and caching.
TensorFlow Distributions is integrated with the TensorFlow ecosystem [1] : for example, it is compatible with tf.layers for neural net architectures, tf.data for data pipelines, TF Serving for distributed computing, and TensorBoard for visualizations. As part of the ecosystem, TensorFlow Distributions inherits and maintains integration with TensorFlow graph operations, automatic differentiation, idiomatic batching and vectorization, device-specific kernel optimizations and XLA, and accelerator support for CPUs, GPUs, and tensor processing units (TPUs) [25] .
TensorFlow Distributions is widely used in diverse applications. It is used by production systems within Google and by Google Brain and DeepMind for research prototypes. It is the backend for Edward [47] . Figure 3 . State-of-the-art architecture. It uses a Pixel-CNN++ decoder [41] and autoregressive flows [26, 36] for encoder and prior.
Goals
Fast. TensorFlow Distributions is computationally and memory efficient. For example, it strives to use only XLA-compatible ops (which enable compiler optimizations and portability to mobile devices), and whenever possible it uses differentiable ops (to enable end-to-end automatic differentiation). Random number generators for sampling call device-specific kernels implemented in C++. Functions with Tensor inputs also exploit vectorization through batches (Section 3.3). Multivariate distributions may be able to exploit additional vectorization structure.
Numerically Stable. All operations in TensorFlow Distributions are numerically stable across half, single, and double floating-point precisions (as TensorFlow dtypes: tf.bfloat16 (truncated floating point), tf.float16, tf.float32, tf.float64). Class constructors have a validate_args flag for numerical asserts.
Idiomatic. As part of the TensorFlow ecosystem, TensorFlow Distributions maintains idioms such as inputs and outputs following a "Tensor-in, Tensor-out" pattern (though deviations exist; see Section 3.5), outputs preserving the inputs' dtype, and preferring statically determined shapes. Similarly, TensorFlow Distributions has no library dependencies besides NumPy [50] and six [37] , further manages dtypes, supports TF-style broadcasting, and simplifies shape manipulation.
Non-Goals
TensorFlow Distributions does not cover all use-cases. Here we highlight goals common to probabilistic programming languages which are specifically not goals of this library. 3 Universality. In order to be fast, the Distribution abstraction makes an explicit restriction on the class of computable distributions. Namely, any Distribution should offer sample and log_prob implementations that are computable in expected polynomial time. For example, the Multinomial-LogisticNormal distribution [7] fails to meet this contract.
This also precludes supporting a distributional calculus. For example, convolution is generally not analytic, so Distributions do not support the __add__ opera- 4 Approximate Inference. Distributionsdo not implement approximate inference or approximations of properties and statistics. For example, a Monte Carlo approximation of entropy is disallowed yet a function which computes an analytical, deterministic bound on entropy is allowed. Compound distributions with conjugate priors such as Dirichlet-Multinomial are allowed. The marginal distribution of a hidden Markov model is also allowed since hidden states can be efficiently collapsed with the forward-backward algorithm [33] .
Related Work
The R statistical computing language [21] provides a comprehensive collection of probability distributions. It inherits from the classic S language [6] and has accumulated user contributions over decades. We use R's collection as a goal for comprehensiveness and ease of user contribution. TensorFlow Distributions differs in being object-oriented instead of functional, enabling manipulation of Distribution objects; operations are also designed to be fast and differentiable. Most developers of the TensorFlow ecosystem are also Google-employed, meaning we benefit from more unification than R's ecosystem. For example, the popular glmnet and lme4 R packages support only specific distributions for model-specific algorithms; all Distributions support generic TensorFlow optimizers for training/testing.
The SciPy stats module in Python collects probability distributions and statistical functions [24] . TensorFlow's primary demographic is machine learning users and researchers; they typically use Python. Subsequently, we modelled our API after SciPy; this mimicks TensorFlow's API modelled after NumPy. Beyond API, the design details and implementations drastically differ. For example, TensorFlow Distributions enables arbitrary tensordimensional vectorization, builds operations in the TensorFlow computational graph, supports automatic differentiation, and can run on accelerators. The TensorFlow Distributions API also introduces innovations such as higher-order distributions (Section 3.5), distribution functionals (Section 3.6), and Bijectors (Section 4).
Stan Math [10] is a C++ templated library for numerical and statistical functions, and with automatic differentiation as the backend for the Stan probabilistic programming language [9] . Different from Stan, we focus on enabling deep probabilistic programming. This lead to new innovations with bijectors, shape semantics, higher-order distributions, and distribution functionals. Computationally, TensorFlow Distributions also enables a variety of non-CPU accelerators, and compiler optimizations in static over dynamically executed graphs.
Distributions
TensorFlow Distributions provides a collection of approximately 60 distributions with fast, numerically stable methods for sampling, log density, and many statistics. We describe key properties and innovations below. We never use Greek and prefer, for example, loc, scale, rate, concentration, rather than µ, σ , λ, α.
Constructor
Alternative parameterizations can sometimes lead to an "argument zoo. " To migitate this, we distinguish between two cases. When numerical stability necessitates them, distributions permit mutually exclusive parameters (this produces only one extra argument). For example, Bernoulli accepts logits or probs, Poisson accepts rate or log_rate; neither permits specifying both. When alternative parameterizations are structural, we specify different classes: MultivariateNormalTriL,MultivariateNormalDiag, MultivariateNormalDiagPlusLowRank implement multivariate normal distributions with different covariance structures.
The dtype defaults to floats or ints, depending on the distribution's support, and with precision given by its parameters'. Distributions over integer-valued support (e.g., Poisson) use tf.int*. Distributions over real-valued support (e.g., Dirichlet) use tf.float*. This distinction exists because of mathematical consistency; and in practice, integer-valued distributions are often used as indexes into Tensors. 5 If validate_args=True,argument validation happens during graph construction when possible; any validation at graph execution (runtime) is gated by a Boolean.
Among other checks, validate_args=True limits integer distributions' support to integers exactly representable by same-size IEEE754 floats, i.e., integers cannot exceed 2 significand_bits . If allow_nan_stats=True,operations can return NaNs; otherwise an error is raised.
Methods
At minimum, supported Distributions implement the following methods: sample to generate random outcome Tensors, log_prob to compute the natural logarithm of the probability density (or mass) function of random outcome Tensors, and batch_shape_tensor, event_shape_tensor to describe the dimensions of random outcome Tensors (Section 3.3), returned itself as Tensors.
Supported Distributions implement many additional methods, including cdf, survival_function,quantile, mean, variance, and entropy. The Distribution base class automates implementation of related functions such as prob given log_prob and log_survival_fn given log_cdf (unless a more efficient or numerically stable implementation is available). Distribution-specific statistics are permitted; for example, Wishart implements the expected log determinant (mean_log_det)of matrix variates, which would not be meaningful for univariate distributions.
All methods of supported distributions satisfy the following contract:
Efficiently Computable. All member functions have expected polynomial-time complexity. Further, they are vectorized (Section 3.3) and have optimized sampling routines (Section 3.4). TensorFlow Distributions also favors efficient parameterizations: for example, we favor MultivariateNormalTriL,whose covariance is parameterized by the outer product of a lower triangular matrix, over MultivariateNormalFullCovariancewhich requires a Cholesky factorization.
Statistically Consistent. Under sample, the Monte Carlo approximation of any statistic converges to the statistic's implementation as the number of samples approaches ∞. Similarly, pdf is equal to the derivative of cdf with respect to its input; and sample is equal in distribution to uniform sampling followed by the inverse of cdf.
Analytical. All member functions are analytical excluding sample, which is non-deterministic. For example, Mixture implements an analytic expression for an entropy lower bound method, entropy_lower_bound; its exact entropy is intractable. However, no method function's implementation uses a Monte Carlo estimate (even with a fixed seed, or low-discrepancy sequence [35] ) which we qualify as non-analytical. Figure 4 . Shape semantics. Refers to variational distribution in Figure 1 .
Fixed Properties. In keeping with TensorFlow idioms, Distribution instances have fixed shape semantics (Section 3.3), dtype, class methods, and class properties throughout the instance's lifetime. Member functions have no side effects other than to add ops to the TensorFlow graph.
Note this is unlike the statefulness of exchangeable random primitives [2] , where sampling can memoize over calls to lazily evaluate infinite-dimensional data structures. To handle such distributions, future work may involve a sampling method which returns another distribution storing those samples. This preserves immutability while enabling marginal representations of completely random measures such as a Chinese restaurant process, which is the compound distribution of a Dirichlet process and multinomial distribution [3] . Namely, its sample computes a Pólya urn-like scheme caching the number of customers at each table. 6 
Shape Semantics
To make Distributions fast, a key challenge is to enable arbitrary tensor-dimensional vectorization. This allows users to properly utilize multi-threaded computation as well as array data-paths in modern accelerators. However, probability distributions involve a number of notions for different dimensions; they are often conflated and thus difficult to vectorize.
To solve this, we (conceptually) partition a Tensor's shape into three groups:
1. Sample shape describes independent, identically distributed draws from the distribution. 2. Batch shape describes independent, not identically distributed draws. Namely, we may have a set of (different) parameterizations to the same distribution. This enables the common use case in machine learning of a "batch" of examples, each modelled by its own distribution.
3. Event shape describes the shape of a single draw (event space) from the distribution; it may be dependent across dimensions. Figure 4 illustrates this partition for the latent code in a variational autoencoder (Figure 1 ). Combining these three shapes in a single Tensor enables efficient, idiomatic vectorization and broadcasting.
Member functions all comply with the distribution's shape semantics and dtype. As another example, we initialize a batch of three multivariate normal distributions in R 2 . Each batch member has a different mean. (10) # ==> x.shape= [10, 3, 2] . 10 samples across # 3 batch members. Each sample in R^2. pdf = mvn.prob(x) # ==> pdf.shape= [10, 3] . One pdf calculation # for 10 samples across 3 batch members.
Partitioning Tensor dimensions by "sample", "batch", and "event" dramatically simplifies user code while naturally exploiting vectorization. For example, we describe a Monte Carlo approximation of a Normal-Laplace compound distribution, This procedure is automatically vectorized because the internal calculations are over tensors, where each represents the differently parameterized Normal distributions. sigma and x are automatically broadcast; their value is applied pointwise thus eliding n copies.
To determine batch and event shapes (sample shape is determined from the sample method), we perform shape inference from parameters at construction time. Parameter dimensions beyond that necessary for a single distribution instance always determine batch shape. Inference of event shapes is typically not required as distributions often know it a priori; for example, Normal is univariate. On the other hand, Multinomial infers its event shape from the rightmost dimension of its logits argument. Dynamic sample and batch ranks are not allowed because they conflate the shape semantics (and thus efficient computation); dynamic event ranks are not allowed as a design choice for consistency.
Note that event shape (and shapes in general) reflects the numerical shape and not the mathematical definition of dimensionality. For example, Categorical has a scalar event shape over a finite set of integers; while a one-to-one mapping exists, OneHotCategorical has a vector event shape over one-hot vectors. Other distributions with non-scalar event shape include Dirichlet (simplexes) and Wishart (positive semi-definite matrices).
Sampling
Sampling is one of the most common applications of a Distribution. To optimize speed, we implement sampling by registering device-specific kernels in C++ to TensorFlow operations. We also use well-established algorithms for random number generation. For example, draws from Normal use the Box-Muller transform to return an independent pair of normal samples from an independent pair of uniform samples [8] ; CPU, GPU, and TPU implementations exist. Draws from Gamma use the rejection sampling algorithm of Marsaglia and Tsang [30] ; currently, only a CPU implementation exists.
Reparameterization. Distributions employ a reparameterization_type property (Section 3.1) which annotates the interaction between automatic differentiation and sampling. Currently, there are two such annotations: "fully reparameterized" and "not reparameterized". To illustrate "fully reparameterized", consider dist = Normal(loc, scale). The sample y = dist.sample() is implemented internally via x = tf.random_normal([]); y = scale * x + loc. The sample y is "reparameterized" because it is a smooth function of the parameters loc, scale, and a parameterfree sample x. In contrast, the most common Gamma sampler is "not reparameterized": it uses an accept-reject scheme that makes the samples depend non-smoothly on the parameters [34] .
When composed with other TensorFlow ops, a "fully reparameterized" Distribution enables end-to-end automatic differentiation on functions of its samples. A common use case is a loss depending on expectations of the form E [φ(Y )] for some function φ. For example, variational inference algorithms minimize the KL divergence between p Y and another distribution h,
To do so, one can compute a Monte Carlo approximation The Invert(Exp) transforms the Exponential distribution by the natural-log, and the Affine negates. In general, algebraic relationships of random variables are powerful, enabling distributions to inherit method implementations from parents (e.g., internally, we implement multivariate normal distributions as Affine transforms of Normal).
Building on standard_gumbel,we can also construct 2 * 28 * 28 independent relaxations of the Bernoulli distribution, known as Gumbel-Softmax or Concrete [22, 29] . The image_dist distribution is over 28 × 28 × 1-dim. events (e.g., MNIST-resolution pixel images).
Mixture defines a probability mass function p( Here, MixtureSameFamilycreates a mixture of two components with weights [0.2, 0.8]. The components are slices along the batch axis of image_dist.
Distribution Functionals
Functionals which take probability distribution(s) as input and return a scalar are ubiquitous. They include information measures such as entropy, cross entropy, and mutual information [11] ; divergence measures such as Kullback-Leibler, Csiszár-Morimoto f -divergence [12, 31] , and multi-distribution divergences [15] ; and distance metrics such as integral probability metrics [32] .
We implement all (analytic) distribution functionals as methods in Distributions. For example, below we write functionals of Normal distributions: p = tfd.Normal(loc=0., scale=1.) q = tfd.Normal(loc=-1., scale=2.) xent = p.cross_entropy(q) kl = p.kl_divergence(q) # ==> xent -p.entropy()
Bijectors
We described Distributions, sources of stochasticity which collect properties of probability distributions. Bijectors are deterministic transformations of random outcomes and of equal importance in the library. It consists of 22 composable transformations for manipulating Distributions, with efficient volume-tracking and caching of pre-transformed samples. We describe key properties and innovations below.
Motivation
The Bijector abstraction is motivated by two challenges for enabling efficient, composable manipulations of probability distributions:
1. We seek a minimally invasive interface for manipulating distributions. Implementing every transformation of every distribution results in a combinatorial blowup and is not realistically maintainable. Such a policy is unlikely to keep pace with the pace of research. Lack of encapsulation exacerbates already complex ideas/code and discourages community contributions. 2. In deep learning, rich high-dimensional densities typically use invertible volume-preserving mappings or mappings with fast volume adjustments (namely, the logarithm of the Jacobian's determinant has linear complexity with respect to dimensionality) [36] . We'd like to efficiently and idiomatically support them.
By isolating stochasticity from determinism, Distributions are easy to design, implement, and validate. As we illustrate with the flexibility of TransformedDistribution in Section 3.5, the ability to simply swap out functions applied to the distribution is a surprisingly powerful asset. Programmatically, the Bijector distinction enables encapsulation and modular distribution constructions with inherited, fast method implementations. Statistically, Bijectors enable exploiting algebraic relationships among random variables.
Definition
To address Section 4.1, the Bijector API provides an interface for transformations of distributions suitable for any differentiable and bijective map (diffeomorphism) as well as certain non-injective maps (Section 4.5).
Formally, given a random variable X and diffeomorphism F , we can define a new random variable Y whose density can be written in terms of X 's,
where DF −1 is the inverse of the Jacobian of F . Each Bijector subclass corresponds to such a function F , and TransformedDistribution uses the bijector to automate the details of the transformation Y = F (X )'s density (Equation 2). This allows us to define many new distributions in terms of existing ones. A Bijector implements how to transform a Tensor and how the input Tensor's shape changes; this Tensor is presumed to be a random outcome possessing Distribution shape semantics. Three functions characterize how the Tensor is transformed:
1. forward implements x → F (x), and is used by TransformedDistribution.sampleto convert one random outcome into another. It also establishes the name of the bijector. 2. inverse undoes the transformation → F −1 ( ) and is used by TransformedDistribution.log_prob. 3. inverse_log_det_jacobian computes log |DF −1 ( )| and is used by TransformedDistribution.log_prob to adjust for how the volume changes by the transformation. In certain settings, it is more numerically stable (or generally preferable) to implement the forward_log_det_jacobian.Because forward and reverse log • det • Jacobians differ only in sign, either (or both) may be implemented. A Bijector also describes how it changes the Tensor's shape so that TransformedDistribution can implement functions that compute event and batch shapes. Most bijectors do not change the Tensor's shape. Those which do implement forward_event_shape_tensorand inverse_event_shape_tensor.Each takes an input shape (vector) and returns a new shape representing the Tensor's event/batch shape after forward or inverse transformations. Excluding higher-order bijectors, currently only SoftmaxCentered changes the shape. 7 Using a Bijector, TransformedDistribution automatically and efficiently implements sample, log_prob, and prob. For bijectors with constant Jacobian such as Affine, TransformedDistribution automatically implements statistics such as mean, variance, and entropy. The following example implements an affine-transformed Laplace distribution. 
The distribution is learnable via tf.Variables and that the Affine is parameterized by what is essentially the Cholesky of the covariance matrix. This makes the multivariate construction computationally efficient and more numerically stable; bijector caching (Section 4.4) may even eliminate back substitution.
Composability
Bijectors can compose using higher-order Bijectors such as Chain and Invert. Figure 3 illustrates a powerful example where the arflow method composes a sequence of autoregressive and permutation Bijectors to compactly describe an autoregressive flow [26, 36] .
The Chain bijector enables simple construction of rich Distributions. Below we construct a multivariate logit-Normal with matrix-shaped events.
The Invert bijector effectively doubles the number of bijectors by swapping forward and inverse. It is useful in situations such as the Gumbel construction in Section 3.5. It is also useful for transforming constrained continuous distributions onto an unconstrained real-valued space. For example:
This performs a softplus-inversion to robustly transform Gamma to be unconstrained. This enables a key component of automated algorithms such as automatic differentiation variational inference [28] and the No U-Turn Sampler [20] . They only operate on real-valued spaces, so unconstraints expand their scope.
Caching
Bijectors automatically cache input/output pairs of operations, including the log • det • Jacobian. This is advantageous when the inverse calculation is slow, numerically unstable, or not easily implementable. A cache hit occurs when computing the probability of results of sample. That is, if q(x) is the distribution associated with x = f (ε) and ε ∼ r , then caching lowers the cost of computing q(x i ) since
= r (ε i ). Because TensorFlow follows a deferred execution model, Bijector caching is nominal; it has zero memory or computational cost. The Bijector base class merely replaces one graph node for another already existing node. Since the existing node ("cache hit") is already an execution dependency, the only cost of "caching" is during graph construction.
Caching is computationally and numerically beneficial for importance sampling algorithms, which compute expectations. They weight by a drawn samples' reciprocal probability. Namely,
, where
Caching also nicely complements black-box variational inference algorithms [28, 40] . In these procedures, the approximate posterior distribution only computes log_prob over its own samples. In this setting the sample's preimage (ε i ) is known without computing f −1 (x i ). caching reduces the overall complexity from quadratic to linear (in event size).
Smooth Coverings
The Bijector framework extends to non-injective transformations, i.e., smooth coverings [44] . 8 Formally, a smooth covering is a continuous function F on the entire domain D where, ignoring sets of measure zero, the domain can be partitioned as a finite union
is a diffeomorphism. Examples include AbsValue and Square. We implement them by having the inverse method return the set inverse F −1 ( ) := {x : F (x) = } as a tuple.
Smooth covering Bijectors let us easily build halfdistributions, which allocate probability mass over only the positive half-plane of the original distribution. For example, we build a half-Cauchy distribution as half_cauchy = tfd.TransformedDistribution( bijector=tfb.AbsValue(), distribution=tfd.Cauchy(loc=0., scale=1.))
The half-Cauchy and half-Student t distributions are often used as "weakly informative" priors, which exhibit heavy tails, for variance parameters in hierarchical models [16] .
Applications
We described two abstractions: Distributions and Bijectors. Recall Figures 1 to 3 , where we showed the power of combining these abstractions for changing from simple to state-of-the-art variational auto-encoders. Below we show additional applications of TensorFlow Distributions as part of the TensorFlow ecosystem.
Kernel Density Estimators
A kernel density estimator (KDE) is a nonparametric estimator of an unknown probability distribution [51] .
Kernel density estimation provides a fundamental smoothing operation on finite samples that is useful across many applications. With TensorFlow Distributions, KDEs can be flexibly constructed as a MixtureSameFamily. Given a finite set of points x in R D , we write Here, f is a callable taking x as input and returns a distribution. Above, we use an independent D-dimensional Normal distribution (equivalent to MultivariateNormalDiag), which induces a Gaussian kernel density estimator.
Changing the callable extends the KDE to alternative distribution-based kernels. For example, we can use lambda x: MultivariateNormalTriL(loc=x) for a multivariate kernel, and alternative distributions such as lambda x: Independent(StudentT(loc=x, scale=0.5, df=3). The same concept also applies for bootstrap techniques [13] . We can employ parametric bootstrap or stratified sampling to replace the equal mixing weights.
PixelCNN Distribution
Building from the KDE example above, we now show a modern, high-dimensional density estimator. Figure 5 builds a PixelCNN [49] as a fully-visible autoregressive distribution on images, which is a batch of 32 × 32 × 3 RGB pixel images from Small ImageNet.
The variable x is the pixelCNN distribution. It makes use of the higher-order Autoregressive distribution, which takes as input a Python callable and number of autoregressive steps. The Python callable takes in currently observed features and returns the per-time step distribution. -tf.reduce_sum(x.log_prob(images)) is the loss function for maximum likelihood training; x.sample generates new images.
We also emphasize modularity. Note here, we used the pixelCNN as a fully-visible distribution. This differs from Figure 3 which employs pixelCNN as a decoder (conditional likelihood). Figure 6 . Stochastic recurrent neural network, which is a state space model with nonlinear dynamics. The transition mimicks a recurrent tanh cell and the omission is multi-layered.
Edward Probabilistic Programs
We describe how TensorFlow Distributions enables Edward as a backend. In particular, note that non-goals in TensorFlow Distributions can be accomplished at higherlevel abstractions. Here, Edward wraps TensorFlow Distributions as random variables, associating each Distribution to a random outcome Tensor (calling sample) in the TensorFlow graph. This enables a calculus where TensorFlow ops can be applied directly to Edward random variables; this is a non-goal for TensorFlow Distributions.
As an example, Figure 6 implements a stochastic recurrent neural network (RNN), which is an RNN whose hidden state is random [5] . Formally, for T time steps, the model specifies the joint distribution
where each time step in an observed real-valued sequence x = [x 1 , . . . , x T ] ∈ R T ×D is associated with an unobserved state z t ∈ R K ; the initial latent variable z 1 is drawn randomly from a standard normal. The noise standard deviations are fixed and broadcasted over the batch. The latent variable and likelihood are parameterized by neural networks.
The program is generative: starting from a latent state, it unrolls state dynamics through time. Given this program and data, Edward's algorithms enable approximate inference (a second non-goal of TensorFlow Distributions).
TensorFlow Estimator API
As part of the TensorFlow ecosystem, TensorFlow Distributions complements other TensorFlow libraries. We show how it complements TensorFlow Estimator. Figure 7 demonstrates multivariate linear regression in the presence of heteroscedastic noise, Using Distributions to build Estimators is natural and ergonomic. We use TPUEstimator in particular, which extends Estimator with configurations for TPUs [25] . Together, Distributions and Estimators provide a simple, scalable platform for efficiently deploying training, evaluation, and prediction over diverse hardware and network topologies. Figure 7 only writes the Estimator object. For training, call estimator.train(); for evaluation, call estimator.evaluate(); for prediction, call estimator.predict(). Each takes an input function to load in data.
Discussion
The TensorFlow Distributions library implements a vision of probability theory adapted to the modern deeplearning paradigm of end-to-end differentiable computation. Distributions provides a collection of 56 distributions with fast, numerically stable methods for sampling, computing log densities, and many statistics. Bijectors provides a collection of 22 composable transformations with efficient volume-tracking and caching.
Although Tensorflow Distributions is relatively new, it has already seen widespread adoption both inside and outside of Google. External developers have built on it to design probabilistic programming and statistical systems including Edward [47] and Greta [17] . Further, Distribution and Bijector is being used as the design basis for similar functionality in the PyTorch computational graph framework [39] , as well as the Pyro and ZhuSuan probabilistic programming systems [38, 43] .
Looking forward, we plan to continue expanding the set of supported Distributions and Bijectors. We intend to expand the Distribution interface to include supports, e.g., real-valued, positive, unit interval, etc., as a class property. We are also exploring the possibility of exposing exponential family structure, for example providing separate unnormalized_log_prob and log_normalizer methods where appropriate. As part of the trend towards hardware-accelerated linear algebra, we are working to ensure that all distribution and bijector methods are compatible with TPUs [25] , including special functions such as gamma, as well as rejection sampling-based (e.g., Gamma) and whileloop based sampling mechanisms (e.g., Poisson). We also aim to natively support Distributions over SparseTensors.
